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2013). For this task, subjects grasp the handle at the end of a robotic manipulandum and adapt 81 their reaching movements to forces applied by the robot (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994) . In a 82 previous study, Mattar and Gribble (2005) presented subjects with a video showing another 83 individual ("a tutor") adapting his reaches to a robot-applied FF. Subjects who later performed 84 reaches in the same FF as they had observed showed a benefit, performing straighter movements 85 in the FF compared to non-observing subjects. Conversely, subjects who later performed reaches 86 in the opposite FF to what they had observed showed a detriment, performing more curved 87 movements in the FF compared to non-observing subjects. This study showed that subjects are 88 able to learn about how to reach in novel FFs by observing a tutor's movements (Mattar and 89 Gribble 2005). 90 Motor learning by observing brings about functional changes in motor areas of the brain (Cross observing motor learning alters somatosensory perception. Subjects performed a proprioceptive 97 judgment task before and after observing a video of a tutor learning to reach in a FF. Observing 98 motor learning not only facilitated subjects' motor performance in the observed FF, but it also 99 altered subjects' proprioceptive judgments. Observing motor learning resulted in small but 100 systematic changes in subjects' perceived limb position depending on the FF that had been 101 observed (Bernardi et al. 2013 ). These results suggested that observing motor learning affects not 102 only the motor system, but also the somatosensory system. 103 Our recent work is consistent with the idea that the somatosensory system plays a role in motor 104 learning by observing. Using EEG, we measured changes in primary somatosensory cortex (S1) 105 excitability after observing motor learning. We found that somatosensory evoked potentials 106 increased from pre-to post-observation and did so for those subjects who had observed a tutor 107 adapting to a FF, but not for subjects who had observed similar movements that did not involve 108 learning. Furthermore, post-observation increases in S1 excitability were correlated with 109 subsequent behavioral measures of motor learning. These results suggest that observation- 
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In a follow-up experiment, we showed that interfering with somatosensory cortical processing 113 during observation can disrupt observation-related gains in motor learning. We applied electrical 114 stimulation to the median nerve while subjects observed a video showing a tutor undergoing FF 115 learning. The purpose of this experimental manipulation was to occupy the somatosensory 116 system with afferent inputs that were unrelated to the observed learning task. During must be available and unoccupied during observation in order for learning to be achieved.
123
If the somatosensory system is indeed involved in motor learning by observing, as the studies 124 above suggest, then we predicted that improving subjects' somatosensory function prior to 125 observation should enhance subsequent motor learning by observing. We tested this idea in the 126 current study by using a perceptual training paradigm to improve subjects' sense of limb position 127 prior to observation. Subjects performed a proprioceptive discrimination task in which a robotic 128 arm displaced the hand and subjects made judgments about the relative location of the hand in 129 the absence of visual feedback. Subjects in a Trained group received trial-by-trial feedback about 130 the accuracy of limb position judgments during the proprioceptive task. Trial-by-trial feedback 131 was withheld from an Untrained group. Subjects then observed a video showing a tutor adapting 132 to a FF. Finally, subjects performed reaches in a FF as a behavioral assessment of motor learning 133 by observing. We found that providing trial-by-trial feedback during the proprioceptive 134 discrimination task increased subjects' proprioceptive acuity. The post-observation behavioral 135 assessment revealed that the Trained group, who had superior proprioceptive acuity prior to 136 observing motor learning, benefited more from observation compared to the Untrained group.
137
This finding is consistent with the idea that somatosensory perceptual training improves 138 proprioceptive function which in turn enhances motor learning by observing. The robotic arm applied a velocity-dependent force field (FF) during the reaching task according Two videos were used in the study, each showing a tutor performing the reaching task described from trial-to-trial between a left FF, right FF, or a null field. The control video therefore showed 179 both high and low curvature movements, but lacked the progressive decrease in movement 180 curvature that was depicted in the learning video. Each video showed a total of 200 reaches and 181 was 15 minutes in duration (including regular breaks).
182

Proprioceptive Discrimination Task 183
We used a proprioceptive discrimination task to assess subjects' proprioceptive acuity 184 (sensitivity to displacements in limb position). We used a two-alternative forced choice task in Subjects were instructed not to resist movement generated by the robot. The aim of the passive 193 movement phase was to bring the subject's hand from the central reference position to the test 194 location without providing cues that could be used in aiding subject's subsequent judgments.
195
Features of the passive movement were randomized from trial to trial including: movement 196 direction (left or right), total path length (14 ± 2 cm SD), and movement duration (1-1.6 s).
197
Movements of the passive limb by the robot followed a minimum jerk trajectory (Flash and 198 Hogan 1985).
199
During the hand position judgment phase, the robot held the subject's hand at the test location 200 and the subject reported whether his or her hand was located to the left or to the right of the 201 reference position. Following the subject's response, the robot moved the hand back to the 202 reference position via an indirect path (along a left-right axis). The direction, path length, and 203 duration were randomized such that subjects were not provided with cues about the accuracy of 204 their judgment on the previous trial.
205
Each block of the proprioceptive discrimination task consisted of 74 trials. We presented test 206 locations at 7 distances from the reference position (0 ± 0.67, 1.33, and 3.0 cm). Test locations 207 were presented using the method of constant stimuli with the following frequencies: 0 cm (14 208 trials), ± 0.67 cm (12 trials each), ± 1.33 cm (12 trials each), and ± 3 cm (6 trials each). The ± 3 209 cm test locations were presented less frequently because subjects typically respond with a 100% 210 judgment accuracy at these test locations.
211
All subjects performed 5 blocks of the proprioceptive discrimination task (370 proprioceptive 212 judgment trials in total). Subjects were given breaks halfway through each block and between 213 blocks (i.e., every 37 trials). During each break, all subjects were told their percent accuracy over 214 the previous 37 trials. To motivate subjects throughout the proprioceptive task blocks, we offered Each subject participated in one 2-hour session (see Figure 1A ). The experimental session began 219 with subjects performing 30 practice reaches in a null field (no force applied, data not shown).
220
Subjects then performed 50 reaches to the visual target in the null field. This allowed us to assess 221 subjects' baseline movement curvature.
222
Subjects were then assigned to one of three groups, two of which received perceptual training 223 ('Trained' groups) and one did not ('Untrained' group). All subjects performed 5 blocks of the 224 proprioceptive discrimination task described above. During blocks 1 and 5, trial-by-trial Finally, we assessed motor learning by observing by having all subjects perform reaches in a left 248 FF. The more subjects learned about the left FF from observing the learning video, the better, 249 straighter reaches they would perform when they later encounter that same left FF. Therefore, 250 lower movement curvature in the left FF would indicate greater motor learning by observing. Learning, Trained Control) as the between-subjects factor and proprioceptive task block (1, 5) as 292 the within-subject factor. We also examined changes in subjects' judgment accuracy from block 293 1 and block 5. For this analysis, we performed a split-plot ANOVA using group (Trained 294 Learning, Untrained Learning, Trained Control) as the between-subjects factor and 295 proprioceptive task block (1, 5) as the within-subject factor. The dependent measure was the 296 percentage of correct judgments within each of the blocks. such, we predicted that greater motor learning by observing would result in straighter movements 311 in the left FF and therefore higher (i.e., closer to zero) motor learning by observing scores. Group 312 differences in motor learning by observing scores were assessed using a one-way between-313 subjects ANOVA.
315
Results
316
Proprioceptive Training Results 317 We tested for changes in IQR using a split-plot ANOVA, which revealed a group x 318 proprioceptive test block interaction (F(2,75) = 3.72, p = 0.03; Figure 2A ). Subjects in the 319 Trained Learning group and the Trained Control group were exposed to the same experimental 320 protocols by the end of the proprioceptive discrimination task. The only difference between the 321 protocol used for these two groups was the video that was observed following proprioceptive Figure 3A shows average learning curves in the left FF for each group. It can be seen that the 361 Trained Learning group, who had superior proprioceptive acuity prior to observation, performed 362 straighter movements when first exposed to the left FF compared to subjects in the Untrained
363
Learning group. This is consistent with the idea that superior proprioceptive acuity prior to 364 observation enhanced the extent to which subjects benefited from observing learning. However, 365 it is possible that the Trained Learning group's straighter movements in the left FF were due to 366 general increases in movement straightness following perceptual training (and not to motor 367 learning by observing). Superior proprioceptive acuity may have made subjects in the Trained
368
Learning group more sensitive to felt displacements in limb position during left FF reaches and 369 allowed for faster movement corrections. Therefore, it is feasible that increased perceptual acuity 370 alone could account for the observed group differences in left FF performance. If this were the 371 case, then we would predict that increasing proprioceptive acuity would result in similar 372 movement curvature in the left FF as that of the Trained Learning group regardless of the video 373 that was observed. We tested this idea by running a Trained Control group. Subjects in the 374 Trained Control group showed similar post-training increases in proprioceptive acuity as the 375 Trained Learning group following the proprioceptive discrimination task. However, after 376 observing the control video, subjects in the Trained Control group performed movements in the 377 left FF that were more curved than either the Trained Learning group or Untrained Learning 378 group ( Figure 3A) . 379 We quantified performance in the left FF by computing motor learning by observing scores 380 ( Figure 3B) . A one-way between-subjects ANOVA revealed reliable group differences in motor 381 learning by observing scores (F(2,75) = 8.39, p = 0.01). The Trained Learning group exhibited of perpendicular deviation (PD). The first 10 data points correspond to individual trial group averages. 398
Data points thereafter correspond to the group averages of 5-trial blocks. The grey shaded region of the 399 plot indicates the first 3 trials in the left FF, which were used to calculate motor learning by observing 400 scores. Those subjects who observed the learning video (i.e., Trained Learning and Untrained Learning 401 groups) showed a benefit, performing straighter reaches in the same (left) FF. B, Motor learning by 402 observing scores as a function of video observed. Motor learning by observing scores reflect 403 perpendicular deviation of initial movements in the left FF. Subjects in the Trained Learning and 404
Untrained Learning groups therefore exhibited higher motor learning by observing scores (i.e., they 405
performed less curved movements in the left FF) compared to the Trained Control group. Moreover, 406
subjects in the Trained Learning group exhibited higher motor learning by observing scores than the 
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We further examined if the extent to which proprioceptive acuity changed following the 424 proprioceptive task and motor learning by observing. As shown in Figure 3C The idea that the somatosensory system is involved in motor learning by observing is supported 452 by previous behavioral work demonstrating that observing motor learning alters somatosensory 453 perception. Bernardi and colleagues (2013) examined proprioceptive function before and after 454 participants observed a video of a tutor learning to reach in a FF. Proprioceptive function was 455 assessed using a discrimination task in which a robot manipulandum moved the hand away from 456 the body along one of several trajectories and the subject judged whether the hand had been 457 displaced to the left or the right (in the absence of visual feedback). Bernardi and colleagues 458 reported that observing motor learning not only facilitated subjects' motor performance in the 459 observed FF, but it also altered subjects' judgments of perceived limb position. Observing motor 460 learning resulted in systematic changes in subjects' somatosensory perception depending on the 461 FF that had been observed. Observing a video depicting right FF learning changed subjects' 462 proprioceptive perception such that judgments were biased toward the right. Conversely, 463 observing a video depicting left FF resulted in proprioceptive judgments being biased toward the 464 left. These results suggested that observing motor learning affects not only the motor system, but 465 also the somatosensory system.
467
Using resting-state fMRI, we have shown that observing FF learning indeed results in functional 468 changes to the somatosensory brain areas in addition to visual and motor areas of the brain Vahdat and colleagues (2014) have recently showed that a perceptual training protocol similar to 478 the task used in the current study increases resting-state functional connectivity among 479 somatosensory, motor, and premotor brain areas. In their variation of the perceptual training task, 480 a robotic manipulandum moved the subject's hand away from the body along one one of several 481 fan-shaped trajectories and the subject judged whether the hand was displaced to the left or to the 482 right of the midline. As in the current study, providing reinforcement feedback during this task 483 resulted in improvements to acuity of sensed limb position. Resting-state fMRI data acquired 484 before and after perceptual training showed increases in functional connectivity between bilateral 485 S1, left M1, dorsal premotor cortex, and the superior parietal lobule which correlated with 
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While much of the work on motor adaptation has focused on the roles of M1 and the cerebellum, 524 a recent optogenetic study has suggested a causal role for S1. Mathis and colleagues (2017) used 525 a modified version of a FF reaching task in which mice grasped a joystick and adapted their 526 pulling movements to applied forces. To test the role of S1 in FF adaptation, the authors 527 photoinhibited the forelimb area of contralateral S1 partway through an adaptation block. S1 528 inhibition had no effect on previously adapted movements, but prevented mice from adapting 529 further. The authors then showed that the detrimental effects of S1 inhibition were specific to 530 motor adaptation. S1 photoinhibition did not impair reaches performed in the absence of applied 531 forces, and mice were still able to learn a reinforcement-based task. These findings suggest that 532 S1 plays a critical role in motor learning (Mathis et al. 2017 ).
533
Here we showed that improving subjects' proprioceptive acuity through perceptual training prior 534 to observation increased observation-related gains in motor learning. Moreover, post-training 535 increases in proprioceptive acuity were correlated with subsequent behavioral measures of motor 536 learning. Improving somatosensory function (i.e., proprioceptive acuity) can therefore enhance 537 motor learning through observation. Somatosensory perceptual training may prime the sensory-538 motor system, thereby facilitating subsequent observational learning. The findings of this study 539 further support the idea that the somatosensory system plays a role in motor learning by 540 observing. 
